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Abstract: The effects of the combined addition of B and Ti, as well as the influence of different
strain rates on the hot ductility behavior of low carbon, continuously cast, microalloyed steels were
investigated in this work. Tensile tests, microstructure analyses, and thermokinetic simulations
were performed with in situ melted samples. Furthermore, prior austenite grain evaluations were
carried out for the two different microalloyed steels. Increasing the strain rate brought improvements
to the ductility, which was more significant in the steel with the leanest composition. The steel
containing more B and Ti presented a better hot ductility behavior under all conditions tested. The
main causes for the improvements rely on the precipitation behavior and the austenite–ferrite phase
transformation. The preferential formation of TiN instead of fine BN and AlN was seen to be beneficial
to the ductility, as well as the absence of MnS. Grain boundary segregation of free B that did not
form BN retarded the ferrite formation, avoiding the brittleness brought by the thin ferrite films
at the austenite grain boundaries. Furthermore, it was revealed that for the steels in question, the
prior austenite grains have less influence on the hot ductility behavior than the precipitates and
ferrite formation.
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1. Introduction
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The problem of transverse cracks in continuously cast slabs has been addressed
following different approaches for many years [1–4]. The formation of these cracks occurs
when the hot ductility of the alloy being cast is too low during the bending and straightening
operations of this process. Therefore, improving the ductility of microalloyed steels via
parameters such as critical temperatures, casting speed, and cooling rate is of great interest
for a more effective production process.
The hot ductility of steels is usually assessed via hot tensile testing [1,5–7]. Even
though it does not reproduce the exact same conditions as in the industrial process, this
test has been shown to provide one of the best approximations [8]. The hot ductility curve
is determined with the reduction in area (RA), and the results are evaluated based on the
40% minimum RA value, which has been indicated as a threshold for good ductility [1].
The critical temperatures are the range at which the ductility is below 40%, where a
trough is formed and is called the second ductility minimum. This is usually seen between
700 and 1000 ◦ C, varying with the composition of the material and other test parameters
such as the strain rate and cooling rate [6,9,10].
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Microalloying elements are commonly used for achieving specific properties in the
final product and are an important aspect for the control of ductility during casting, being
able to strongly change the manufacturing behavior and even suppress the formation of a
ductility trough [2,4,7,11]. Usually, B is added to low-carbon steels to improve hardenability
and Ti to improve the impact properties of the final products [12–14]. However, the
addition of both elements also has an impact on the hot ductility behavior during casting,
depending on the amount present. This is mainly correlated to the austenite–ferrite phase
transformation and the detailed precipitation behavior [2,15].
Another parameter that can markedly influence the hot ductility of microalloyed steels
apart from the temperature and composition is the strain rate. This testing parameter can be
translated to the industrial process as a function of the casting velocity, the bending radius,
and the gauge length necessary for the full bending strain [1]. A strain rate of 10−3 s−1 is
usually used in the hot ductility test to simulate the straightening operation [1,11,16,17].
Increasing the strain rate has often been reported to improve the hot ductility behavior
of microalloyed steels, as has been shown in a previous study, as well as in many other
publications [1,9,11,16,18–20]. However, the intensity of change depends on the alloy
under investigation.
Another aspect of interest regarding mechanical properties is the grain size when
the deformation is applied. Larger austenite grains can be detrimental to ductility due to
easier crack propagation [21]. Different methods for measuring the prior austenite grains
(PAG) have been used by other authors, and the results were discussed from different
approaches [21–24].
The experimental methods used to investigate the influence of the factors mentioned
on the ductility, i.e., B- and Ti-addition, strain rate, and grain size, are affected by the
thermal cycle chosen, especially the temperature the tensile specimens reach before cooling
and straining to failure. For example, when hot ductility tests on high strength low alloyed
steels (HSLA) containing Nb, Al, and V are carried out, solution treatment at temperatures
close to 1350 ◦ C is often used to simulate the continuous casting process. This temperature
is generally high enough to take all the microalloying additions back into solution, the
condition present during the continuous casting operation. However, with Ti-containing
steels, TiN is still present at 1350 ◦ C and can refine the austenite grain size improving the
hot ductility. In order to represent the condition relating to continuous casting, melting is
required to dissolve the TiN with a consequent coarsening of the grain size and worsening
of the ductility [15,25].
In previous work, it was shown that there was a great improvement in ductility after
the addition of B and Ti [26]. However, the reasons for this change have not yet been
clarified. In the literature, divergent results can be found when either B or Ti is present.
The hot ductility of steels alloyed with B was reported to be improved or deteriorated
depending on the test conditions and N content [27,28]. The same is also the case for
Ti [15,25]. Studies about the hot ductility behavior of continuously cast microalloyed steels
when both Ti and B are present, however, are limited yet very important due to the changes
in the precipitation behavior when both are present [29]. Therefore, the analysis of the
effects of both elements simultaneously is one focus of the present study.
This work investigated the influence of the combined addition of B and Ti on the hot
ductility behavior of low-carbon steel to be produced by continuous casting. The effect of
different strain rates was explored, as well as the microstructure changes that led to the
observed thermomechanical behavior. The phase transformations, precipitation behavior,
as well as the prior austenite grains were investigated using different methods to better
understand the differences in the ductility behavior shown by the microalloyed steels
in question. Furthermore, hot tensile testing was carried out after the in situ melting of
the samples, thus giving a better representation of the phenomena occurring during the
continuous casting process.
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The samples are assembled in the machine in such a way that the lower part is
fixed by a gripper arm, and the upper is attached to the tension arm. An induction coil
heats the middle portion of the samples, and the temperature is measured by a Pt/Pt-Rh
thermocouple spot welded in the center.
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The thermal cycle consisted of first heating the samples until melting of the inner part
of the gauge length, the point at which the temperature measured by the thermocouple
at the surface was around 1450 ◦ C. The formation of an outer thin oxide layer (due to the
fine vacuum in the chamber) prevents the breakage of the samples and the spilling of the
liquid pool from the inside. The samples were then held at this temperature for 90 s for the
dissolution of precipitates and closer replication of the first stage of the continuous casting
process when the liquid steel was poured into the molds. Afterward, the cooling before
straining was carried out in two steps: first with a cooling rate of 5 ◦ C/s until 1250 ◦ C,
and then from 1250 ◦ C until the desired test temperature at 1 ◦ C/s. On reaching the test
temperatures, which ranged between 650 and 1100 ◦ C, the tensile specimens were strained
to failure.
The hot tensile tests were carried out at the previously used strain rate of 10−3 s−1 ,
and the RA value was determined by measurement of the fractured surface using a stereo
microscope, Zeiss Discovery.V20 (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany). With these
results, the critical temperature range could be identified, and new tests were performed at
varying strain rates to observe the influence of these parameters in both steels.
The fractured surfaces of the samples were examined with a TESCAN Mira3 Field
Emission SEM (TESCAN, Dortmund, Germany) to identify the failure mechanism. The
samples were also prepared for etching with 3% Nital for the analysis of the microstructure
at each temperature and strain rate with the LOM Zeiss Axio Observer Inverted (Carl Zeiss
AG, Oberkochen, Germany).
2.2. Precipitation Behavior
In order to analyze the precipitation behavior, first thermokinetic simulations were
performed using the MatCalc software (version 6.03/rel 1.003, MatCalc Engineering GmbH,
Vienna, Austria). In the simulations, the thermal cycle with melting, cooling and hot tensile
testing was reproduced using the parameters chosen for the laboratory tests, such as the test
temperatures, cooling, and strain rate. MnS and AlN were considered in the simulations
for steel A. BN and TiN were considered for steel B (a small correction from the previous
publication [26] where Ti(C,N) was also considered from the simulations). Even though
steel B has a similar Al content, AlN precipitates were not found in the final simulations for
the second steel. AlN is not formed because Ti and B preferentially consume the N available.
Moreover, MnS were also considered in the first simulations of steel B, but they were seen
to be in a phase fraction that was too low to be further considered (lower than 10−15 ).
For both steels, the simulations were carried out at two temperatures, 800 and 900 ◦ C.
Lower temperatures were not simulated due to the presence of a considerable fraction
of ferrite, and this dual-phase region cannot be precisely simulated. The precipitation
was considered to occur at grain boundaries (gb) and dislocations (d) for both steels.
However, for steel A the precipitation of AlN was considered only at the grain boundaries
and MnS at the dislocations. MnS at grain boundaries and AlN at dislocations were
disregarded due to the preferential precipitation location and very low phase fraction
(below 10−12 ) [31–33]. For steel B, BN and TiN were taken to precipitate both at the grain
boundaries and dislocations.
The confirmation of the simulation considerations and results was sought via microscopy investigations of the samples tested with the BETA 250-5 machine since this is the
experiment that best replicates the continuous casting process. SEM and TEM analyses, in
combination with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDX) for the elemental composition,
were used for the samples from both steels tested at 900 ◦ C. This temperature was chosen
because it gave a better comparison with the simulations.
The SEM used for these precipitation investigations was a ZEISS GeminiSEM 450 with
a Ultim® Extreme detector for the EDX analysis. An ION Slicer (Hitachi IM4000+), with a
cross-section mode, was used to prepare the samples for the SEM. An acceleration voltage
of 5 kV and beam energy of 10 keV were chosen to enable the detection of B, which has a
very low atomic number.
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Following electrochemical jet polishing, the TEM and scanning TEM (STEM) examinations were performed on a JEOL JEM-F200 cold field emission microscope operated with
an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Bright field TEM (BF-TEM) images were recorded on a
4 k × 4 k Gatan OneView IS camera, and high angle annular dark field images (HAADFSTEM) were recorded with a camera length of 120 mm with a corresponding inner collection
angle of 62 mrad.
2.3. Grain Size Analysis
A Gleeble 3800 thermomechanical simulator was chosen to perform new tests for the
investigations of the prior austenite grains and their size before the onset of the deformation.
The reason for the change in the test apparatus used lies in the rate of cooling. With the
BETA 250-5, even though the continuous casting process can be better replicated for the
determination of the hot ductility curves through the in-situ melting, the samples need to
be cooled with air. Air cooling allows diffusional transformation during cooling and makes
it not feasible to reveal clearly and reconstruct the prior austenite grains. In contrast, when
using the Gleeble, quenching with water is possible, and consequently, better freezing of the
microstructure can be achieved. With this rapid cooling, diffusionless transformation occurs
from austenite to martensite, enabling the reconstruction of the prior austenite grains.
The samples used for these tests were cylindrical and had 10 mm diameter and 15 mm
length. First, the samples were heated to 1200 ◦ C, held for 10 min, and then cooled to the
desired test temperature. Subsequently, they were cooled until the desired test temperature,
chosen between 700 and 1000 ◦ C depending on the steel, and water-quenched without any
deformation. The interruption of the test before deformation was carried out to establish
whether the prior austenite grain size was influencing the hot ductility behavior.
The tests for steel A were carried out at 750, 850, 900, and 1000 ◦ C and for steel B at
700, 800, 900, and 1000 ◦ C. The samples were cut, embedded, ground, and polished in a
preparation procedure for the analysis following standard metallographic methods.
One of the approaches used for the PAG analyses is the parent grain reconstruction.
The reconstruction is based on the correlation of the orientation relationships between the
child and the parent phase. The austenite/martensite diffusionless phase transformation
was therefore required. The analysis was performed using the open-source Matlab toolbox MTEX on EBSD scan data from the samples. The EBSD scans were performed in a
JEOL 7001 field emission SEM equipped with a Hikari Super EBSD system under 20 kV
accelerating voltage and a working distance of 18–20 mm. EBSD maps were recorded for a
window size of 850 × 800 µm at 0.75 µm step size under 6 × 6 binning. Post-mapping data
evaluation was performed with TSL OIM Analysis 7 software following the grain dilation
step with a grain tolerance angle of 5 degrees and a minimum pixel size of 5. A further
clean-up step was investigated with a neighbor confidence index (CI) correlation with a
threshold CI value of 0.1 Maps were then exported in .ang format as an input file for parent
grain reconstructions using MTEX. Matlab-based parent grain reconstruction suite MTEX
(version 5.7.0) incorporating parent austenite reconstruction script from another freeware
MTEX toolbox OR (orientation relationship) toolkit (version 1.2.0) was used [34]. A slightly
higher grain boundary merging threshold of 10 degrees was employed instead of the
default 7.5 degrees in the reconstruction script for the cleaning up of finally reconstructed
parent austenite maps using the OR toolkit. This change minimized ambiguity in the parent
grain size evaluations since several fragmented grains within individual parent grains
were still present when using the default MTEX OR tool clean-up script with a threshold
value of 7.5 degrees. Cleaner individual parent grains without fragments were observed
for a threshold value of 10 degrees. This enabled an easier quantification of the PAG sizes
without any significant change in the overall microstructure of the grains.
The other method used to reveal the PAG boundaries of the samples was a picric acidbased etchant, recommended for low-carbon microalloyed steels. In this work, the CRIDAQT Plus etchant from Crida Chemie manufacturer was used. This is an etchant specifically
developed for the revelation of prior austenite grain boundaries in microalloyed steels.

acid-based etchant, recommended for low-carbon microalloyed steels. In this work, the
CRIDA-QT Plus etchant from Crida Chemie manufacturer was used. This is an etchant
specifically developed for the revelation of prior austenite grain boundaries in microalloyed steels. After 15 min of submersion, the grain boundaries were satisfactorily revealed
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After 15 min of submersion, the grain boundaries were satisfactorily revealed and analyzed
with the same LOM mentioned in Section 2.1. In some of the samples, the measurement of
average grain size was possible using the linear intercept method, following the instructions
3.1. Hot Ductility Behavior
from the ASTM E112 standard [35].

3. Results
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A samples
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Figure
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In the case of steel A, the images show clear intergranular fracture for all the strain
rates at 750 °C and all temperatures at the strain rate of 10−4 s−1 strain rate, which correlates
to the lower ductility seen previously at these conditions (Figure 2A). At 850 °C and 10−3
s−1 (Figure 3), a mixed structure is seen, with clear flat grain surfaces but also ductile fracture in some areas, marked by the dimples formed. This matches the RA value seen at this
point (Figure 2), which is around 40%, where the ductility starts to improve but is still not
ideal. The other three images show a clear ductile fracture, forming a honeycomb-type
structure, expected when the ductility is good, as seen for these points in the curves shown
in Figure 2 for steel A.

Figure 4. Fracture
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of steel
B samples
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Figure
4. Fracture
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different temperatures
and
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nantly ductile fracture features in Figure 4. The only exception was at 700 °C using a strain
(Figure 3), a mixed structure is seen, with clear flat grain surfaces but also ductile fracture
rate of 10−4 s−1. At this point, the reduction in the area was below 40%, and this is reflected
in some areas, marked by the dimples formed. This matches the RA value seen at this
in the brittle fracture appearance. Moreover, at 800 °C with the lowest strain rate, a mixed
structure can be seen, with dimples that would characterize a ductile fracture but also
some flat grain surfaces typical of an intergranular brittle fracture. This is again what was
seen at 850 °C when tested at a strain rate of 10−3 s−1 when the RA value was close to the
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point (Figure 2), which is around 40%, where the ductility starts to improve but is still not
ideal. The other three images show a clear ductile fracture, forming a honeycomb-type
structure, expected when the ductility is good, as seen for these points in the curves shown
in Figure 2 for steel A.
The fracture surface of steel B also corresponded to the curves from Figure 2. Steel B
had better ductility than steel A at almost all conditions, consistent with the predominantly
ductile fracture features in Figure 4. The only exception was at 700 ◦ C using a strain rate of
10−4 s−1 . At this point, the reduction in the area was below 40%, and this is reflected in
the brittle fracture appearance. Moreover, at 800 ◦ C with the lowest strain rate, a mixed
structure can be seen, with dimples that would characterize a ductile fracture but also
some flat grain surfaces typical of an intergranular brittle fracture. This is again what was
seen at 850 ◦ C when tested at a strain rate of 10−3 s−1 when the RA value was close to the
40% line; therefore, it did not show a completely brittle behavior and did not give a very
good ductility.
After the preparation of the samples and etching with 3% Nital, the microstructure
could also be evaluated, and the reasons for the hot ductility behavior better understood.
As an example, for the extreme behaviors (very good and very bad ductility), the microstructure of samples from steel A tested at 850 ◦ C with 10−2 and 10−4 s−1 strain rates are
shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a,b are from the sample that presented a very good hot ductility
behavior, and Figure 5c,d are from the sample with a very low RA value. In Figure 5a,b,
the grain boundaries are hard to distinguish, even with the higher magnification, and no
cracks are seen in the interior. On the other hand, Figure 5c,d show the mechanism of crack
initiation and growth along the ferrite films formed along the grain boundaries. The cracks
of 21 cracks)
are indicated by the red arrows, and the ferrite at the grain boundaries (still9without
is indicated by the black arrows.
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Figure 2, this steel has better ductility under all conditions but one, when the test was at
Figure 2, this steel has better ductility under all conditions but one, when the test was at
700 °C and at the lowest strain rate, 10−4 s−1. The microstructure of this sample is shown in
Figure 6c,d, where the presence of some ferrite films at grain boundaries can be seen (black
arrows), as well as a crack forming in one of these locations (red arrow). Figure 6a,b exemplify the microstructure seen when the RA values were higher, with elongated grains

Figure 5. Microstructure images of the samples from steel A tested at 850 °C and (a) 10−2 s−1, 50×; (b)
10−2 s−1, 100×; (c) 10−4 s−1, 50×; and (d) 10−4 s−1, 100×. Black arrows indicate the ferrite films at the grain
boundaries and the red arrows indicate the crack formation at the boundaries.
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Two example images from steel B are shown in Figure 6. As shown in the curves from
Figure 2, this steel has better ductility under all conditions but one, when the test was at
◦ C and at the lowest strain rate, 10−4 s−1 . The microstructure of this sample is shown
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3.2. Precipitation Behavior
The investigation of the precipitates was carried out following both simulation and experimental approaches. The simulations were performed with varied parameters, enabling
the evaluation of the precipitate size and phase volume fraction at different strain rates and
temperatures, as presented in the results of Tables 2 and 3. The results from the standard
condition (10−3 s−1 strain rate) were shown in a previous publication and were repeated in
the following tables for completeness [26].
Table 2. Simulation results for the precipitation kinetics of steel A.
Steel A
Mean Radius (nm)
MnS
AlN

AlN

10−4 s−1

10−3 s−1

900 ◦ C
10−2 s−1

10−4 s−1

10−3 s−1

10−2 s−1

d

17.5

12.5

9.4

27.8

19.4

9.1

gb

87.5

64.0

59.4

121

72.6

58.2

MnS

10.2

3.8

1.5

16.7

3.7

0.9

850 ◦ C

Phase fraction
MnS

850

◦C

900 ◦ C

10−4 s−1

10−3 s−1

10−2 s−1

10−4 s−1

10−3 s−1

10−2 s−1

d

1.76 × 10−4

1.64 × 10−4

1.33 × 10−4

1.76 × 10−4

1.67 × 10−4

4.02 × 10−5

gb

1.80 × 10−9

7.03 × 10−10

5.62 × 10−10

4.00 × 10−9

8.68 × 10−10

4.46 × 10−10

MnS

3.21 × 10−5

4.54 × 10−6

6.99 × 10−7

3.63 × 10−5

1.09 × 10−6

8.88 × 10−10
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Table 3. Simulation results for the precipitation kinetics of steel B.
Steel B
800 ◦ C

Mean Radius [nm]

BN

TiN

10−4 s−1

10−3 s−1

10−2 s−1

10−4 s−1

10−3 s−1

10−2 s−1

gb

1156.9

1155.8

1151.7

1148.1

1155.4

1148.4

d

388.2

356.4

171.5

381.2

389.7

382.7

gb

112.8

112.1

111.9

117.2

112.7

112.0

d

4.2

2.5

4.8

21.1

14.6

17.2

800

Phase fraction

BN

TiN

900 ◦ C

◦C

900

◦C

10−4 s−1

10−3 s−1

10−2 s−1

10−4 s−1

10−3 s−1

10−2 s−1

gb

1.32 × 10−8

1.32 × 10−8

1.30 × 10−8

1.29 × 10−8

1.31 × 10−8

1.29 × 10−8

d

2.47 × 10−4

2.45 × 10−4

2.37 × 10−4

2.36 × 10−4

2.44 × 10−4

2.31 × 10−4

gb

2.27 × 10−9

2.23 × 10−9

2.22 × 10−9

2.54 × 10−9

2.26 × 10−9

2.22 × 10−9

d

6.25 × 10−5

4.99 × 10−5

4.81 × 10−5

1.81 × 10−4

5.88 × 10−5

4.90 × 10−5

On comparing the results for both steels, it can firstly be noted that the simulations
resulted in larger precipitates, with a higher phase fraction for steel B. For example, when
comparing the AlN coprecipitation with MnS for steel A at 10−2 s−1 with the BN from
steel B at the same test condition, the mean radius of the second was seen to be approx.
1000× larger, and its phase fraction is approx. 14× higher. For both steels, the increase in
temperature lowered the phase fraction for all precipitates and coarsened TiN and MnS.
In addition, steel A and B have in common a lower fraction of precipitates at the grain
boundaries than in the matrix.
Precipitation in steel A showed to be more strongly influenced by the changes in strain
rate, behavior similar to that shown in the ductility curves. Higher strain rates, where
the ductility was improved, were seen to decrease the phase fraction and mean radius of
precipitates, especially for AlN (from 1 to 17× larger and approximately 10× higher fraction
at the lower strain rate). Additionally, even though AlN showed generally larger mean
radius results when compared to MnS (from 3 to 5× larger depending on the condition),
they also had a lower phase fraction (from 10 to 105 × lower).
For steel B, the changes in the precipitation kinetics were less pronounced with the
change in strain rate. However, there is still a reduction in phase fraction for all precipitates
with the increase in strain rate, as seen for steel A. BN and TiN at grain boundaries showed
a lower phase fraction but a greater mean radius. Moreover, BN at grain boundaries, at the
higher temperature, are predicted to be smaller at all strain rates, a result that was not seen
for the TiN.
In addition to the precipitation kinetics simulations, TEM analyses of the samples
from the experiments performed with the BETA 250-5 machine were also conducted for a
comparison with the simulations and a better understanding of the hot ductility behavior
of both microalloyed steels.
In the samples from steel A, the presence of MnS and AlN could be confirmed, and in
addition, some CuS were spotted, which were not expected from the simulations. Some of
the images of the precipitates found are shown in Figure 7. For this steel, the precipitates
seen were very small and could not be identified at the grain boundaries. The estimated
size of the precipitates was approx. 300 nm for the larger isolated MnS, and approx. 150 nm
for each of the AlN and MnS co-precipitates. The size of the CuS precipitates is projected to
be the same size as the 150 nm2 dark region in the HAADF image (Figure 7c); however,
due to the sample preparation of the electrochemical jet polishing, the precipitate was
preferentially etched, leaving only the small remnant in the center of the hole. Additionally,
more MnS were seen, and no free-standing AlN was identified, only at the co-precipitation.
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[38,39]. With a low acceleration voltage and beam energy, some of these precipitates
be identified, and example images are shown in Figure 8. From the analysis, it can b
that there were many more TiN precipitates present in the steel compared to BN pr
tates and that at the grain boundaries, only TiN were present. Moreover, BN seen
11 of 20
matrix were all at the pockets of Al2O3 inclusions, as shown in Figure 8a.
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The investigations in steel B also confirmed the presence of the precipitates predicted
by the MatCalc simulations, TiN and BN, but also some very fine complex precipitates
identified as (TiV)N, also shown by Pandit et al. [36]. The size of these complex precipitates
was measured to be approx. 10 nm, and TiN were between approx. 150 and 250 nm at the
grain boundaries, which is approximately in the same range as reported by Poths et al. [37]
and around 1 µm in the matrix. The BN identified were approximately 800 nm in size,
similar to the results obtained by Denés et al. [38]. BN were much more difficult to be found
due to the low atomic mass of B, a problem known and reported by other authors [38,39].
With a low acceleration voltage and beam energy, some of these precipitates could be
identified, and example images are shown in Figure 8. From the analysis, it can be said that
there were many more TiN precipitates present in the steel compared to BN precipitates
and that at the grain boundaries, only TiN were present. Moreover, BN seen in the matrix
were all at the pockets of Al2 O3 inclusions, as shown in Figure 8a.
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Figure 7. Precipitates in steel A: (a) MnS; (b) AlN at MnS; (c) CuS and MnS.
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3.3. Grain Size Analysis
One of the methods chosen for the PAG investigation was the reconstruction using
the MTEX toolbox from the EBSD scans of the samples. The goal was to achieve an auto-
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3.3. Grain Size Analysis
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One of the methods chosen for the PAG investigation was the reconstruction using the
MTEX toolbox from the EBSD scans of the samples. The goal was to achieve an automatic
grain size evaluation for a more precise measurement of the parent grain sizes.
An example of a reconstruction of parent austenite grains from martensite for steel A
tested at 900 ◦ C (without deformation) is shown in Figure 9a. Every individual-colored
grain is a reconstructed PAG. Evidently, regions closer to the bottom-left corner in Figure 9a
14 of 21is
show a population of finer parent grains with uneven boundary characteristics, which
expectedly due to mis-indexing nearer finer martensite units.
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The results from the measurement of the size of the PAG revealed by the etching were
seen to be in good agreement with the ones from the MTEX reconstruction when comparing
the samples from the same steel and test condition, revealing an average grain size in this
case of 91 ± 16 µm. Therefore, it was decided to go further with the chemical etching of the
samples once this allowed for easily taking of multiple images from different areas, leading
to a better average and more precise boundaries, and resulting in similar size values.
Steel A showed a more homogeneous microstructure through the temperatures, and
this allowed the grain size to be measured more easily. Examples of this are shown in

Figure 9. PAG analysis for steel A at 900 °C without deformation via (a) MTEX reconstruction (93 ±
8 µm diameter), (b) exemplified child and parent boundary misorientation and analysis via (c)
chemical etching (91 ± 16 µm).
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Steel A showed a more homogeneous microstructure through the temperatures, and
this allowed the grain size to be measured more easily. Examples of this are shown in
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Due to this large difference in the size of the grains of the samples, measuring and
calculating an average of the sizes would not give an accurate estimate. The only sample
that has a homogeneous enough microstructure for the PAG measurement and average is
the one tested at 800 °C, which presented grains of around 35 µm diameter.
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Due to this large difference in the size of the grains of the samples, measuring and
calculating an average of the sizes would not give an accurate estimate. The only sample
that has a homogeneous enough microstructure for the PAG measurement and average is
the one tested at 800 ◦ C, which presented grains of around 35 µm diameter.
4. Discussion
The experimental results shown presented different aspects of the influencing parameters on the hot ductility behavior of the microalloyed steels investigated. The first and more
general observation is that steel B has an overall better ductility than steel A, as seen in
Figure 2. The reasons for the different responses seen are further discussed in this section.
In the curves presented in Figure 2, an improvement of the hot ductility behavior was
seen with the increase in the strain rate for both steels, as was expected [1,9,19,20,40]. This
change can be associated with three known influencing aspects of hot ductility, shown
repeatedly in the literature, which are the nucleation and growth of precipitates, the
formation, coalescence, and growth of microvoids, and the formation of deformationinduced ferrite and ferrite films at the austenite grain boundaries [1,9,19,20,40].
On the one hand, the lower the strain rate, the longer the time available for nucleation
and growth of precipitates, which can be sites for the initiation of cracks. After the formation
of the cracks, there is also enough time for their propagation along the grain boundaries
when the strain rate is too low. On the other hand, lower strain rates also allow more time
for deformation-induced ferrite to be formed at the austenite grain boundaries. For being a
softer phase in contrast with austenite, strain concentrates at the ferrite formed and initiates
cracks [1,16,19,41].
At lower temperatures, where the phase transformation from austenite to ferrite
occurs even without deformation, the improvement in ductility by increasing the strain
rate is associated with work hardening occurring in this once softer phase, increasing its
strength and reducing the contrast with austenite, allowing a better distribution of the
strain improving the ductility [41].
These results were also confirmed by the microstructure findings. In Figure 3, the clear
grain surfaces at the fracture on the samples with lower reduction in area values match
the assumption that with lower strain rates and, consequently, lower ductility, the cracks
are formed and propagate at the grain boundaries. The same was seen in Figure 4 for the
lowest temperature and strain rate for steel B.
This was further validated in Figures 5b and 6b, where the etching revealed the formation of cracks along the grain boundaries for both steels where the ferrite films were formed.
This condition was observed for the lower strain rate conditions of both microalloyed steels
and confirmed this as one of the causes for the low ductility at these points.
Moreover, the precipitation kinetics simulations showed a reduction in the phase fraction of the precipitates with the increase in the strain rate, confirming the insufficient time
for nucleation and growth of precipitates at higher strain rates. At the lower temperature,
the higher phase fraction of precipitates is a reason for the lower ductility, in addition to
the presence of ferrite. As the temperature increases, dissolution is responsible for the
reduction in phase fraction. The cause for the 10% higher reduction in area of the samples
tested at 900 ◦ C and 10−3 s−1 of steel A was not made clear with either the microstructure
evaluations or the precipitation kinetics simulations.
Even though both steels showed the same tendency of improvement in ductility with
the increase in strain rate, the behavior of each showed differences when compared. For
instance, steel A was seen to be more sensitive to the changes in strain rate than steel B,
which presented a bad ductility only at one of the conditions tested (700 ◦ C, 10−4 s−1 ). The
reasons for that rely on the reduced S content and the alloying elements added to steel B,
which also influence the phase transformation [1,4,42–44].
In steel A, the higher S content favors the formation of MnS, known to be very
detrimental to the hot ductility behavior [1,9,33]. Moreover, the MnS is also a site for
co-precipitation of AlN, which also has a strong adverse effect on the ductility behavior
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of steel A [11,45]. This was confirmed by both the MatCalc simulation results as well as
the investigations conducted with the SEM and TEM, which registered the presence of
both precipitates. The simulations also predicted a higher fraction of MnS, which was
also confirmed with the microscopy analysis, where many more MnS were seen, and no
free-standing AlN was identified. Moreover, in these samples, no precipitates could be
identified at the grain boundaries, matching the results of the simulations that showed a
low phase fraction and size at this location.
The additional finding of CuS in steel A is a result of the quenching process. Ishiguro
et al. [46] also reported the formation of these precipitates in low-carbon steels during
quenching, as free-standing or coating the MnS, as found in the present work. These
precipitates are expected to be formed very quickly at lower temperatures (below 750 ◦ C),
and this explains why they were not seen in the simulations.
The better ductility behavior of steel B at different temperatures and strain rates can
also be explained by the precipitation behavior and phase transformation, which are mainly
related to the differences in the chemical composition of this steel. The higher content of Ti
and B plays an important role in improving the hot ductility behavior.
The addition of B in low-carbon steels must be considered in sight of two different
phenomena: the formation of BN and the segregation of B to the grain boundaries. When
many fine BN are formed, the hot ductility deteriorates [6]. However, when B is free to
segregate to the grain boundaries, the ductility can be improved by an increase in grain
boundary cohesion and/or austenite grain refinement [10,44]. Furthermore, the addition of
B can retard the austenite–ferrite transformation and favor the intergranular nucleation of
ferrite, reducing the detrimental effect of ferrite when it is in a lower fraction and formed as
thin films at the austenite grain boundaries [44,47]. This influence on the ferrite formation
could be confirmed with the microstructure investigations, exemplified in Figure 5, where
almost no ferrite films were seen at the grain boundaries, even at lower test temperatures,
being a strong improving factor to the ductility.
In the case of steel B, the higher Ti content acts protectively to the formation of high
amounts of fine BN, blocking its detrimental effect [6,16,48]. This is because TiN forms
preferentially, reducing the N available for enough precipitation of BN [48]. Another
beneficial effect of the presence of B and Ti is the prevention of AlN formation, which is
more detrimental to ductility, as seen in steel A [6,33,49].
From the simulations and microscopy analyses, it was seen that the BN formed are
coarse and dispersed in the matrix and, therefore, not that detrimental to the ductility.
Moreover, these coarse BN were spotted in all findings at Al2 O3 pockets, a product of
the deoxidation process during continuous casting. This is in accordance with what was
reported by Zhang et al. [50], which stated that BN could agglomerate at the alumina
matrix particles and contribute positively to the ductility of the material, becoming less
detrimental than an isolated BN precipitate. This also corroborates the understanding of
the better ductility of steel B. Additionally, as was expected, no AlN were seen, contributing
even further to the good ductility presented by this steel.
The formation of TiN was seen in the simulation results and from the sample analysis
with SEM and TEM. Much more TiN than BN were identified, but these were also much
finer than at first seen in the simulations. These TiN were also identified at different points
of the grain boundaries but were not associated with any cracks. With TEM, some of the
TiN identified with the EDX analysis were also seen to be rich in V. One of the reasons
for that is that after TiN are formed, they act as a preferential site for V, forming complex
precipitates [36,37]. VN alone, if formed, could be detrimental to the ductility at high
temperatures, as well as fine VC, but both precipitates are not present in this range of
temperatures when the V content is as low as it is in steel B [45,51].
The lower S content is also an important factor for the improvement of ductility seen
for steel B. An S content below 10 ppm was reported to be beneficial to the hot ductility
behavior [43]. The improvement is due to the absence of S segregation to grain boundaries
and the formation of MnS, which are both detrimental to ductility. Additionally, it was
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shown that B could segregate even more rapidly to the MnS interface than to the grain
boundaries [52]. Therefore, if there is not enough S available for the formation of MnS,
which is the case for steel B, the boron can remain available to segregate to the grain
boundaries and improve the ductility. The results from the thermokinetic simulations and
the microscopy investigations confirmed this, where no MnS precipitation was seen in
steel B.
The analysis of the PAG was also sought to investigate whether it exerts a significant
effect on the behavior of the steels under study and to observe the influence of the alloying
elements in this parameter. Samples tested with Gleeble were used for this, as described,
due to the quenching process that allows the formation of a martensitic structure.
The first attempt made with the reconstruction of the prior austenite grains using the
MTEX toolbox on the EBSD scan areas did not result in a clear definition of the boundaries.
Heterogeneity in martensitic grain sizes post-quenching often resulted in EBSD scan
measurements with limited grain boundaries, which contributed to only partial parent
grain reconstruction with relatively smaller scan window sizes and finer step sizes. Consequently, EBSD maps of considerably larger window sizes were collected to fit enough
grain boundaries for statistically significant average grain size determination. A step size of
0.75 µm ensured large scan measurements could be completed within a reasonable duration.
However, under the selected EBSD scan parameters, certain ambiguity was present in the
automatic detection of parent grain boundaries while using MTEX. Inherent heterogeneity
in parent grain sizes and the selected step size during large EBSD scans possibly resulted in
mis-indexed regions closer to finer martensitic units, whereby automated parent boundary
detection was uncertain.
As a result, PAG measurements from the MTEX reconstructed maps were specific
to sample conditions that showed well-defined PAG boundaries. This was the case of
the samples from the higher test temperature (900 ◦ C) without deformation, once these
were mostly austenitic before quenching, resulting in coarser martensite, which is better
suited for the reconstruction. Since only a few samples resulted in good options for the
reconstructions, additional PAG evaluation methods were necessary.
The second attempt, with the chemical etching, resulted in better identification of
the prior austenite grain boundaries. The most pronounced difference between the microalloyed steel A and B is the occurrence of abnormal grain growth in steel B. One of the
reasons for that is the presence of AlN in steel A that are more effective in inhibiting the
austenite grain growth [53].
Steel A showed well-defined ferrite films at the austenite grain boundaries at 700 ◦ C
and a homogeneous grain structure at both 700 and 750 ◦ C, as seen in Figure 10. At 800 ◦ C,
partial recrystallization of the grains is seen, which is higher at 1000 ◦ C. In the results
from steel B, seen in Figure 11, different behavior is observed. An alloy with a similar
B-content in the composition to that of steel B was investigated by Haga et al. [54], who
reported that the recrystallization start temperature, in this case, was 710 ◦ C, and the final
temperature was 780 ◦ C. This result matches the partially recrystallized structure seen
for steel B at 700 ◦ C and the almost fully recrystallized at 800 ◦ C. Additionally, at these
lower temperatures, the presence of more precipitates can pin the grain boundaries and
impede their movement by the so-called Zener pinning effect, inhibiting grain growth
and maintaining the homogeneous finer grain structure [55]. For this outcome, nitrides
were noted to be more effective than carbides, and Ti is a good microalloying element for
this effect.
At 900 ◦ C and even more at 1000 ◦ C, abnormal grain growth takes place in steel B.
When more alloying elements are present, as in steel B, their segregation and dissolution of
precipitates enable the occurrence of this grain growth at higher temperatures [56,57]. The
presence of B, in particular, can reduce the grain growth start temperature and cause the
microstructure seen at 900 ◦ C for this steel [53].
By considering the differences between the grain structure of steel A and B, in combination with the different hot ductility behavior as seen in the curves from Figure 2, the
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austenite grain sizes would appear to have a lesser effect on the ductility than the other
factors explored. Therefore, the formation of the ferrite films at the grain boundaries and
the precipitates are the cause for the discrepancies seen between both alloys.
These ferrite films in steel A are clearly the initiation site of cracks and the main cause
for the ductility drop, as seen in the microstructure images shown. In steel B, the films were
not formed due to the segregation of B, which retards the austenite–ferrite transformation
and favors the nucleation of intergranular ferrite, improving the ductility of this steel.
Furthermore, the AlN and MnS in steel A contribute to poor ductility behavior at lower
temperatures and strain rates. The higher Ti content of steel B prevents the formation of a
high fraction of fine BN, also bringing benefits to the ductility.
5. Conclusions
By investigating the hot ductility behavior of two different microalloyed steels, it was
seen that:

•
•
•

•

•

The steel containing B and Ti showed a better ductility behavior than the plain C
microalloyed steel;
The increase in strain rate improves the hot ductility at all temperatures for both steels
but less markedly for the steel containing B and Ti;
The better ductility was ascribed to the segregation of B to the grain boundaries,
increasing its cohesion and preventing the formation of the ferrite films. In addition,
TiN prevented the formation of the fine precipitation of BN, which are deleterious to
the ductility;
Even though the theoretical simulations from MatCalc did not always predict the
experimental observations completely, they were close enough to be a very useful tool
to avoid having to carry out the expensive and time-consuming microscopical analyses;
The prior austenite grain size does not appear to have a strong influence on the
ductility of these steels, this being controlled more by the presence or absence of the
ferrite films and the degree of segregation and precipitation.
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